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Death Ingloria is an epic space odyssey that catalogues and cherishes the death throes of the Human Race. Death 
Ingloria crosses artistic formats and genres to take you by the throat and shake your immortal soul. 

The Wolf Onboard was written, produced and recorded by Galina Rin (Death Ingloria). The album has been mixed 
and mastered by Jamie King (Between The Buried And Me, Motionless In White).  Drum programming for ‘The 
Escape’, ‘As Dark Knights Rise’ and ‘Silent Running Engaged’ was done by  Acle Kaheny (Tesseract). 
The accompanying comic is scripted by Hilary Robinson (Medivac 318 – 2000AD, Zippy Couriers) and illustrated 
by Nigel Dobbyn ( Medivac 318 – 2000AD, Sonic The Hedgehog). 

The Wolf Onboard is a Science Fiction story told across seven songs, a seven page comic book and seven animated 
videos which play out during Death Ingloria's performances.  The comic is the narration of the story, the songs the 
voices of the characters. 

It’s an age old story really 

Girl becomes morally aware. 
Girl creates a neurovirus pandemic. 
Girl wipes out most of Humanity. 
Humanity hands over control to a super computer. 
Humanity continues down an ever increasing spiral of death and self destruction. 
Humanity escapes Planet Earth in an attempt to save what’s left of its crippled, hobbling existence. 

Humanity fails. 

The Universe continues blissfully unaware and unaffected. 
I’m not going to lie. 
Everybody dies. 
You probably already suspected that anyway. 

Galina Rin, an almost real human and Okami, an A.I. unit, come together as Death Ingloria to explore Humanity’s 
depths, its heights, and its inevitable conclusions through music, video and illustrated comics. 

Soaring vocal hooks combine with sharpened riffs that journey through towering rock anthems to tender moments of 
sonic intricacies.  Twisting with emotional punk fury on the way, these seven scenes of Humanity’s fate are 
seamlessly blended with stunning artwork and visuals, resulting in one of this year’s biggest feasts for the senses. 

Contact Galina Rin info@deathingloria.com

http://www.deathingloria.com/


The Wolf Onboard - The Comic 

London, UK - the inaugural edition from Death Ingloria, “The Wolf Onboard” was released Thursday 16th November
2017. Written by Galina Rin (Death Ingloria), scripted by Hilary Robinson (Medivac 318 2000AD, Zippy Couriers) and
illustrated by Nigel Dobbyn (Medivac 2000AD, Sonic The Hedgehog).  

From the conception of Death Ingloria’s first album, The Wolf Onboard, Galina Rin intended he multi-media  project
to include a comic telling part of the story, but how to convert songs into visuals? Ask a writer who once worked for
leading British comic, 2000AD.  In the late 1980s Hilary Robinson was writing comic strips, of which her best known
is Medivac 318, a future-war tale featuring not soldiers but the medical services, and drawn by Nigel Dobbyn.  Hilary
and Nigel remained friends and still meet up from time to time, so he was the obvious choice to collaborate on the
Wolf Onboard comic strip.  Although Nigel has continued to work in comics, this is the first Robinson/Dobbyn strip in
more than twenty years, and the old magic is still there. 

Watch 2000AD ABC short video on Medivac 318: 

Hilary Robinson 
Hilary Robinson's first published Science Fiction were text stories in Imagine Magazine in the early 1980s.  After a
fair number of Future Shocks for 2000AD, she wrote MEDIVAC 318 drawn by Nigel Dobbyn in Progs 619-640/ 683-
694 in 1989, followed by ZIPPY COURIERS drawn by Graham Higgins, THE CHRONOS CARNIVAL and
SURVIVOR both drawn by Ron Smith and contributed to the TALES OF THE DOGHOUSE with Maeve The Many
Armed and Sting Ray The Trawlerman drawn by Simon Jacobs.  She contributed to the anthologies 'ORRIBLE
MURDERS, THE WORM (the longest comic strip in the world), and MELISANDE for Mindbenders, also drawn by
Nigel Dobbyn, and wrote for RAINBOW comic (in which Galina Rin appeared as a Brownie).  Her final work for
comics (until now) was with Donald Rooum on his Anarchist book HEALTH SERVICE WILDCAT. 

After comics she bcame an artist herself on Redbubble, a Historical Re-enactor and British Longbow Champion.
Nowadays she is a Viking storyteller and leads two art groups for the U3A. 

Nigel Dobbyn 
Having first worked for 2000AD on strips such as MEDIVAC 318,  RED RAZORS and STRONTIUM DOGS, he went
on to work on a diverse range of titles such as SONIC THE COMIC, THUNDERBIRDS, SPIDERMAN AND
FRIENDS, DIGIMON, MR BEAN'S AMAZING A-Z, and GOGO'S CRAZY BONES. In addition to illustration work
through Beehive Illustration, he has worked recently on NIGHTRISE the graphic novel for Walker Books, MACBETH
and THE TEMPEST for Classical Comics and the CTHULHU COLOURING BOOK and H P LOVECRAFT ACTIVITY
BOOK, as well as drawing GOBLIN PRINCESS FOR REDAN'S SPARKLE WORLD and ACE TRUCKING CO for
2000AD.  

https://www.facebook.com/2000AD/videos/10154506316661366/
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